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Making Eid ad Milad a Holiday
Egyptian Arabic transcript:
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English translation:
In Egypt, there are three main religious holidays; Eid ul-Fitr, Eid al-Adha, and Eid alMilad al-Majeed1 on January 7th. About two years ago, the Copts in Egypt were
celebrating Eid Al-Milad al-Majeed on January 7th, although it was not really an official
holiday in Egypt. But since then, a bill was passed to make January 7th an official
holiday for Christians and Muslims in Egypt because Muslims also celebrate it.
Therefore, Eid al-Milad al-Majeed is a day off for all Egyptians, either Muslims or
Christians, since Muslims celebrate Eid al-Milad as well as the New Year. There are
many different types of celebration on the night of Eid al-Milad (i.e the night of the
January 6th), and in the morning of January 7th -- in the streets, on TV and radio
broadcasts. These festival manifestations are both Coptic and European in nature … like
Europeans.
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It is the coptics celebrations of the Christmas

